This paper presents a new approach to quantum evolution in the presence of a quantum bath. We develop an equation of motion for an observed system evolving under the influence of an unobserved quantum bath. The methodology we follow uses operator expansions of the Feynman propagator. Corrections to the zeroth order approximation are corrections to an adiabatic approximation. In this paper we explicitly develop an approximation which is infinite order in bath and system coupling, but first order in system degree of freedom. This infinite order approximation is found through a resummation of an infinite class of terms in the operator expansion. We first present a simplified single time (Markovian) version of the theory. We then present a derivation for including the effects of memory. The approach developed in this paper also has the potential for systematic improvement. In other words, while the bath and system coupling in this calculation is treated to infinite order, the system itself is only treated to first order. We will briefly discuss how these higher order corrections can be found. Finally, we present a test calculation of the our approach with comparison to exact results. For a two-dimensional test problem with potential much like that for collinear H + H2 the effective one-dimensional approximation we apply produces essentially exact results.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most challenging aspects of modern theoretical chemistry is the problem presented by many degrees of freedom problems. While great strides have been made in exact computational approaches to understanding the chemical dynamics of three and four atom systems, for molecular systems in which there are tens or hundreds of degrees of freedom it is likely that there will never be a computer fast enough or a computational algorithm efficient enough to allow computation of the physically relevant parameters. Further, it is likely that in a large system such detailed state to state information for all degrees of freedom is not only unavailable, it is also unwanted. The most common approach to this complex problem, therefore, is the so called system-bath approximation. One assumes in this case that there are a few strongly coupled degrees offreedom, the system, which must be handled exactly, and a great many other degrees of freedom, the bath, whose influence on the system may be handled approximately. The interesting physics in the problem is in deciding how to model the interaction of the system and the bath. Perturbation theory is a common approach.
i Recently Makri and Miller 2 and Makri 3 have implemented time-dependent self-consistent field (TDSCF) approaches to chemical dynamics with impressive success.
In addition to these gas phase approaches to this problem, condensed matter theorists have long been concerned with this issue. An understanding of how chemical and physical processes proceed in the presence of coupling to a quantum mechanical heat bath is central to a deeper understanding of chemistry and physics in a condensed phase. This question has been described by many names and theoretical approaches: quantum noise, 4 quantum activated events, S dissipative tunneling, 6 and condensed phase tunneling 7 to name a few. These theorists have identified two general methods of attack. The first assumes that the system of interest can be treated classically while the average effect of the phonon bath must be modeled quantum mechanically. This work attempts to create an analogue of the classical Langevin equation. The goal becomes replacing the purely classical stochastic force of the Langevin equation with some quantity that will make quantum mechanical sense, in other words, a quantum mechanical object which will conserve energy, make only allowed quantum transitions, and preserve zero point energy.
The second approach is to study a specific model Hamiltonian. This is usually a system coupled bilinearly to a phonon bath. The Hamiltonian is chosen so that rigorous results may be derived, and the effect of the phonon bath on the system may be investigated. Studies such as these have resulted in the well-known controversy as to whether coupling to a quantum bath increases or decreases the rate of tunneling.
In this paper we pr~sent a different method of approach than any of those outlined above to the system bath problem. We develop an equation of motion for an observed system evolving under the influence of an unobserved quantum bath. The methodology we follow uses operator expansions of the Feynman propagator. Corrections to the zeroth order approximation are corrections to an adiabatic approximation. In this paper we explicitly develop an approximation which is infinite order in bath and system coupling, but first order in system degree of freedom. The structure of the paper is as follows: We first present a simplified single time (Markovian) version of the theory. This is essentially a "brute force" commutator algebra derivation. We then present a derivation for including the effects of memory. The approach developed in this paper also has the potential for systematic improvement. In other words, while the bath and system coupling in this calculation is treated to infinite order, the system itself is only treated to first order. We will briefly discuss how these higher order corrections can be found. Finally, we present a test calculation of the approach developed in Sec. II with comparison to exact results.
II. EFFECTIVE SCHRODINGER EQUATIONS FOR LINEAR AND QUADRATIC COUPLING
In this section we show how corrections to the adiabatic approximation for the evolution operator can be generated by an infinite resummation of commutator expansions. This is a generalization of work we have previously described. 8 For simplicity of presentation we assume the uncoupled bath is composed of phonon modes. The same type of derivation can be constructed for any bath potential which is analytic, in other words, which can be expressed as a power series. We write the Hamiltonian for the system coupled to a single bath mode (h /217' assumed = 1) as p2 p2
2M, 2MQ
(1)
For concreteness and as an initial case we consider the approximationf(s,Q) = g(s)Q. The extension to many degrees of freedom will be obvious, we retain only one bath mode for clarity. In this case we have slightly generalized the standard assumption of bilinear coupling. As we will discuss below, the approach to be used allows any form for the coupling as long as the coupling operator has position space matrix elements which are analytic in Q. The quantum mechanics is described by the evolution operator,
Now let us group the Hamiltonian as H= [HB +f(s,Q) 
Because these are operators, if we wish to decompose the evolution operator into system and coupled bath parts, we must apply an infinite set of commutator corrections, 
. [H" [H"H B + f(s,Q)] ] ] (it)\ [H,,[H B +f(s,Q),[H"H B +f(s,Q)]]] (it) \
(5a)
This operator expansion is the Zassenhaus expansion-a discrete time analogue of the Magnus expansion. 9 If all the corrections C n are assumed to be zero then we recover the adiabatic approximation. This has been noted and used previously.1O As will be shown in the numerical application, the adiabatic approximation is remarkably accurate for a fairly wide range of problems. For a limited class of potentials we have shown 8 that one can retain the first term C 1 as a correction, and then derive from this operator expansion an effective Schrodinger equation for the system evolving in the presence of the bath. We now show how to resum an infinite set of these terms.
We assume that the coupling is slowly varying in the system coordinate. In a system coupled to a phonon bath as the system evolves this assumption implies that the nature of the phonon modes (i.e., frequency, central point, etc.) shifts slowly. For example, in biophysical systems such as ligand binding to hemoglobin frequency shifts can be measured in time dependent laser Raman experiments. II It is found that the frequency variation of the bath modes is, in fact, slight over the course of ligand binding. The assumption implies that we must retain all commutators first order in
This leaves an infinite set of corrections; each order C n containing one term of the form, an is a constant, and can be derived from Lie algebraic considerations,
For the coupling potential f(s,Q) = g(s) Q, the first order commutator is given by
Under the assumption that higher order derivatives of g are small, and that {ag/ asP is also small (for example, Gaussian or exponential coupling with a broad width), all higher order terms will be mUltiple commutators of P ~/2M Q + 112M Qm2Q 2 with Q.
Because of the algebraic structure of the {P,Q} operator set, all commutators will result in either P or Q. In fact, it can be shown that the general terms are given by
Exponentials of these operators can be recombined into a single exponential because the error in doing so is of a higher order in commutators of H, withf (s,Q) . We now notice that given the coefficients of Eq. (8) we can resum the terms to give
Terms can be combined as a time ordered product to the appropriate order of approximation,
Following a previous derivationS we define eigenfunctions for the uncoupled and coupled bath,
and (lIb) and an adiabatic overlap integral,
Insertion of a number of complete sets of states and a trace over the unobserved bath allows a matrix element of the effective propagator to be written as
Here J is the partition function. Because of the time ordered product, this matrix element can be considered a Feynman propagator for the evolution of the system under the influence of the harmonic bath. The only assumption involved in the derivation of Eq. (10) is that commutators of higher than first order in the system Hamiltonian and powers of the first derivative of the coupling can be neglected, or in other words, the bath potential evolves slowly as a function of system coordinate. Using Feynman's method l2 we derive an effective Schrodinger equation under the assumption that an effective system wave function can be propagated by an effective propagator, 'l'etf(S2,t2 ) = f: 00 ds Ketf (S2, SI; 
The Schrodinger equation derivation follows from propagation for an infinitesimal time,
This is the effective Schrodinger equation for general linear coupling of a phonon mode to a quantum system. The phonon matrix elements when evaluated give
The coupling elements Dnm (s) in this case are given by the overlap of position shifted harmonic oscillator wave functions.
The methodology we have presented is quite general for a large class of coupling potentials. If we suppose the coupling is quadratic in the phonon mode coordinate, then a similar derivation can be carried out and again the operator expansion resummed. A series of terms like those in Eq. (15) is found
4MQw 2 For more general potentials, it is possible to do exactly the same thing. One might expand the coupling potential in a Taylor series, and any single term of a Taylor series Q ngn (s) for the expansion of the coupling potential will result in a closed group under commutation with operators of the form p 2 + Q 2. All terms will yield f!i' piQj, i + j = n. (Here f!i' refers to permutation). It is clear that the k th order term will be given by terms of the form,
nm kMQw (17) Thus Taylor expansions of the coupling potential will result in Fourier-like terms in the effective SchrOdinger equation. It is to be expected that higher order coupling terms result in higher quantum transitions for the bath. There are two problems to this approach: The first is that calculation of the resummed series for higher order terms is quite tedious. At third order it is a nontrivial problem to calculate the general commutator term, and see how one could resum the series analytically. Unless this Taylor series converged rather quickly (in other words, few terms beyond the already calculated second order were needed), then unfortunate graduate students would be kept busy for lifetimes calculating nth order commutators for mth order terms. The second problem is an artistic one. Having appealed to the beautiful structure of Lie algebras, one would hope that general coupling poten-tials could be handled in general algebraic ways rather than with "brute force" commutator methods. In the next section we show how a general coupling potential can be handled.
III. GENERAL COUPLING POTENTIALS AND OPERATOR CALCULUS
The hard work of Sec. II was in putting the commutators of Eq. (6) into a position representation; being able to express the nth order commutator as a general term; and finally finding an analytic summation of all the terms. As was stated previously, because of the algebraic structure of the operator set {p2,Q2,Q n} commutators on this set form a closed family of operators, and so this resummation should always be possible, at least in principle. The question we now raise is can we perform this resummation exactly without resorting to this property and the brute force approach of position representations of the commutators? We now demonstrate how this can be done. Recall that to the appropriate order of approximation we could recombine exponentials of C n to be (18) This sum of the form [a,b] + [a,[a,b] [a,[a,b] Thus the form of our resummation of en will be given by f C n = (A -1)(et-I) BO-e-A)(A -I), (21) n=O which can easily be verified by direct substitution. In order to see the relation of this approach to our previous work we multiply out the operator product of Eq. (21) and make use of the following operator identity due to Kubo.
[A,e-itH ] = -i .(dt'e-iU-t')H[A,H]e-it'H. (22)
When this is done we obtain the following expression for the resummed operator:
HsJ(s,Q)] i l '[H8 + Jt s,QJ] -itHs {e -it [H8 +Jts,Q)] + e + it [H8 + Jt S,Q)]} + J dt' e -i(t-1')[H8 +Jts,Q»)
Then the expression analogous to Eq. (9) is
We may note a number of points with respect to Eq. (23): First, we have now relaxed the requirement needed in Sec. II that powers higher than one of the first derivative of the coupling with respect to the system coordinate be zero. If the coupling is, for example, linear, all derivatives greater than the first derivative vanish, but powers of the first derivative may not be small. Second, Eq. (23) now naturally contains memory in the time variable. This then is a possible quantum mechanical version of the generalized Langevin theory, while the approximation discussed in Sec. II might be viewed as a simple Langevin theory. The same type of derivation.can now be gone through to obtain an effective SchrOdinger equation such as that in Eq. (14) . Only matrix elements of the adiabatic bath are needed, as the free bath never appears. The memory terms, when put in an adiabatic representation, yield terms of the form
where E B (s) refers to the adiabatic eigenvalues of the bath.
This equation also makes clear the strong relationship between the adiabatic approximation and time dependent perturbation theory. In fact, the first order correction to the adiabatic approximation involves terms such as (25) which after invoking the Heisenberg equation of motion looks like time dependent perturbation theory in which the perturbation is the first order time variation of the coupling due to system evolution.
IV. NUMERICAL APPLICATION: FLUX-FLUX CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
In order to test the utility of the type of approach described in this paper we have compared exact calculations for model two-dimensional problems with the approximate results generated by the Markovian approximation of Sec. II. Two-dimensional problems were chosen so that exact calculations could be completed in a finite amount of time. Because the operator expansion results in a strictly one-dimensional effective potential problem (albeit in a relatively complex potential), many-dimensional problems are not numerically significantly more difficult than one-dimensional problems. Calculations were performed over a wide range of coupling potentials. We have investigated the accuracy of the dynamic approximation through the calculation of fluxflux correlation functions described by Miller, Schwartz, and Tromp . IS This methodology is one of the most popular current approaches to the calculation of the dynamics of complex systems. It allows the calculation of Boltzmann rate constants, without the need to sum and average over detailed quantum data. It does include exactly all quantum effects, and because it is easily calculated in terms of Feynman propagators, it is a natural choice to implement an approximation which involves an expansion of the evolution operator. In order for the exact results to be obtained with relative ease, the form for the coupling potential was chosen to be linear in bath coordinate. Thus, the coupling was
Here E is a constant. The form for g(s) was chosen to be an exponential,
The free system potential was chosen to be an Eckart barrier. In this case of linear bath degree of freedom coupling the necessary exact propagators can be evaluated exactly!6 in terms of influence functionals. In the language of the path integral calculation of the propagator there is still a double sum to be calculated, but this double sum is inside the path integral discretization rather than a double discretization. While this exact calculation is significantly longer than a one-dimensional calculation, it is still much less arduous than a general two-dimensional calculation.
We have performed calculations of the correction to the transition state rate constant r over a wide range of coupling strengths in order to gauge the usefulness of the Markovian approximation. A very slowly varying coupling was chosen to verify that the approximation is well behaved and gives the correct answer when we would expect the adiabatic approximation to work quite well. The parameters describing this calculation are (in atomic units): E = 0.01, a = 0.035, and the length parameter of the Eckhart potential given by 10 a. u. In all cases the frequency of the oscillator coupled to the reaction path is 0.01 a.u.-a vibrational frequency in the infrared appropriate for the asymmetric stretch in the reaction H + H 2 . This calculation is at 300 K. The results are shown in Table 1 . As expected, the adiabatic calculation works quite well, and in fact the Markovian correction allows us to generate the exact result. A more challenging test for the approximation is given when the a parameter is increased by a factor of 10 and the length parameter is decreased to 2. The parameters now are quite similar to the H + H2 collinear reaction. This is expected to be a rather stringent test of the approach. Calculations were done over a wide range of temperatures. The results for 300· and 200· are given in Table II. The results are quite encouraging. Weare able to reproduce the exact results for parameters which are appropriate for the standard test problem of theoretical chemistry-H + H 2 . Small differences in the integrated results are attributed to fitting of the numerical data for integration. We wish to reiterate that we have obtained these results with a purely one-dimensional approximation. The calculations using the present method took a small fraction of the time of that for the exact results, even with the relative ease of the exact calculation for the linearly coupled oscillator.
v. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented in this paper operator expansions resummed to infinite order which allow multiple degrees of freedom to be treated accurately by an effective one-dimensional propagator. We have applied a version of the theory to model two-dimensional problems: a scattering degree of freedom coupled to a harmonic oscillator. When parameters are chosen to approximate collinear H + H2 (reaction path plus asymmetric stretch), accurate numerical results are obtained when compared to exact results. There are a number of directions in which this work will be taken. First, numerical applications of the generalized form (containing memory effects) given by Eq. (24) are needed. While the Markovian form worked well for high frequency modes with relatively strong coupling, accuracy may be diminished for strongly coupled low frequency modes. This is not surprising given the accuracy of the adiabatic approximation in the two cases. The ability to handle such problems is especially important in biophysics problems in which many of the significant degrees of freedom coupled to a reaction path are low frequency bends or librations. The phenomenon of phonon assisted tunneling!7 in the low temperature geminate recombination of ligands to heme proteins is an area in which this type of theory is needed.
A second area of investigation is a general theoretical methodology to go to higher order of correction-higher than first order commutator in system Hamiltonian. The type of theory we have described has the potential to be applicable at any order of approximation, and therefore systematically correctable much as perturbation theory always allows correction to higher accuracy. The best bet for such a theory seems to lie with an operator calculus ofFeynman.!8 We are currently investigating use of this calculus for the generation of nth order corrections to the adiabatic approximation and its use in effective one-dimensional propagators for many body systems.
